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British Polo Gin No.3 Botanical
Polo player No.3 has the most creativity and verve, and is typically the 
best player on the team. This gin is also incredibly versatile and can be 
used in countless ways. With many organic botanicals such as 
elderflower, vanilla, cinnamon and cardamom, this 100% organic gin is 
exceptionally smooth. Whilst easily enjoyed on the rocks, this gin is 
best served as a G&T garnished with fresh basil leaves and thickly 
diced strawberries.

Botanical
Gin

42.7%
1

70
cl

Style ABV Case Individual

5c
l

Founder and polo player
Richard Hine identified in
November 2015 that there
was a gap in the market for a
100% organic gin. This
proudly British quadruple
distilled gin uses certified
organic botanicals to create
an exceptionally smooth and
flavoursome gin. The gin is
distilled from organic sugar
beet, giving an exceptionally
smooth, rounded and faintly
sweet finish. Provenance is
vital to British Polo Gin. It is
handmade by artisans in a
wood-fuelled small batch
still, using the most premium
organic botanicals and pure
spring water drawn from the
land surrounding the
distillery. These complement
the flavour profile of the gin
and ensure a uniquely
natural gin which reinforces
its organic British
credentials. Also vital is the
continued reference to its
sporting namesake. All of
British Polo Gin’s offering
refers to the sport, with their
core range of gins named
after the four playing
positions on a polo team.
Tasting support and POS are
both available from British
Polo Gin. Please enquire for
more details.
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British Polo Gin No.2 Sloe 
Player No.2 is a crowd favourite, with both offensive and defensive roles in 
the team, and with some of the most eye-catching plays. At 25% ABV, 
British Polo Gin Sloe is a similarly versatile character. British sloe berries, 
ripened on hedgerows in the autumnal sunshine, are macerated in the gin 
alongside cinnamon, nutmeg and cloves. The ideal companion for warming 
one's cockles whilst out in the winter snow and rain, yet equally happy at 
home beside the fire enjoyed 'straight up'.

Sloe
Gin

25%
1

70
cl

5c
l

British Polo Classic Gin
Based on the polo player with the most power and punch, No.1; this gin is 
the ultimate drinks cabinet show stopper for gin classicists the world over. 
Created to a vintage London Dry style with a modern twist, this classic 
British made British Polo Gin® London Dry is lovingly hand crafted in 
batches of only 90 bottles deep in the heart of the Cotswolds; with wild 
botanicals rosemary and thyme coming directly from the farmhouse 
garden at British Polo HQ.

London
Dry

42%
1

70
cl

British Polo Strawberry & Rose Gin
Made in honour of the first ever polo match in England, held at the 
Hurlingham Club in 1869, this delicious gin offering has proudly been 
released to coincide with the 150th anniversary of this prestigious date. 
The long awaited Strawberry & Rose gin is made from British Polo's 
Classic Gin with added strawberry juice and rose botanicals. There are no 
added sugars in this gin resulting in a spectacularly summery gin that 
critically is not overpoweringly sweet, as some flavoured gins on the 
market tend to be.

Flavoured
Gin

37.5%
1

70
cl
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British Polo Rum
Released from the same stable as the multi award winning British Polo 
Gin, this groundbreaking 100% organic double spiced rum is the first of its 
kind in the world.

The pioneering double spicing process involves the distillation of key 
spices: orange, cinnamon, vanilla and ginger with 100% organic & 
Fairtrade white rum before subsequently macerating the spices in the 
distillate. The Result? A wonderfully rich and vanilla mouth feel laced with 
delicious citrus and subtle spice.

Rum 40%
1

70
cl




